The SecureWorks service from JustWorks provides a structured framework for achieving
cyber security compliance with NIST 800-171 and CMMC standards.
These cyber security standards apply to business who are part of supply chains for
critical infrastructure, ranging from the financial system to defence procurement. Even
small businesses who do not handle classified information are required to report their
compliance with an industry standard security practices as part of the supply chain and
for cyber security insurance coverage.
SecureWorks is a structured set of processes, configurations and documentation
designed by JustWorks to simplify and manage achieving compliance with NIST
800-171. There are over 170 criteria required for compliance and SecureWorks maps
those requirements onto the standard JustWorks 8 design so that there is a clear
pathway to achieving the level of compliance appropriate to the business.
A quarter of all Requirements depend on business policies.
SecureWorks assists customers with this task by providing
templates, document management, and continuous review to
keep compliance up to date.
While the standard JustWorks services include the ability to cover
many Requirements, SecureWorks provides a structured approach
that allows for detailed reporting on the actual implementation of
configurations and policies that evidence compliance. The end
result of SecureWorks is the production of the following
documents, matched to desired Level of compliance:
• Security Plan, with Assessments
• System Environment Schedule
• Security Incident Response Plan (SIRP)
• Business Continuity Plan (BCP)
• Plan of Action and Milestones (POAM)
• Cyber Security Event Log
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The SecureWorks service consists of tools, services, and licenses:
• online web tool for collecting,
tracking, and reporting on
progress with Responses to
compliance Requirements that
result in a Security Plan
• configuration of systems to meet
the company’s Security Plan
• regular reviews of progress with
JustWorks to create a Plan of
Action and Milestones (POAM)
• licensing of enhanced versions of
security and productivity tools to
meet compliance objectives
JustWorks has mapped the SecureWorks service to
the practice levels specified in the CMMC standard to
make compliance simple:
• Foundation: 17 Requirements, with selfcertification
• Advanced: 129 Requirements
• Expert: 170 Requirements
For each Requirement JustWorks provides a draft
Response that can be edited to address the
company’s unique systems environment. Where
policies will be needed, SecureWorks includes
templates and tracks progress of policy writing and
publication.
JustWorks standard service processes are adjusted to meet the agreed Security
Incident Response Plan and Business Continuity Plan. This allows easy reporting by the
customer to establish ongoing compliance and reply to supply chain audits.
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Shared SecureWorks Workspace
JustWorks provides SecureWorks customers with a shared, online workspace in which
up to 3 customer contacts can review and update the Security Plan in collaboration
with JustWorks personnel.
Business Impact Analysis flows through to critical systems backup and disaster
recovery plans. Regular testing of recovery plans is documented. Policy Templates
covering over 30 Requirements help SecureWorks customers bring their internal
policies into compliance quickly and keep updated with regular review.
The workspace includes dashboards so
management can easily track progress
towards cyber security compliance. There
are views that allow customers to update
Responses, add policy documents, and
review Assessments.
An Event Log provides a collaborative
space to manage and track events such
as Security Events, backup tests and
Disaster Recovery playbooks.
Output from the SecureWorks Workspace can be downloaded for inclusion in
customers’ own documentation, as well as reports that can be printed directly.

SecureWorks Reviews
Once each calendar quarter JustWorks and the customer’s cyber security team will
meet online to:
• review progress on achieving the desired compliance level
• update Responses
• track policy documents
• review any events since the last review
• plan for upcoming cyber security audits
• produce an updated Security Plan
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JustWorks Service Configurations
Achieving compliance with many Requirements does not require additional services
from JustWorks but does require that the configuration of existing services is adjusted
inline with the desired compliance level. These changes often mean that internal
procedures need to change as well, such concerning the use of USB sticks and other
removable media. Once compliance objectives are agreed, JustWorks works with you
to implement the configurations to minimise disruption.
Compliance with some Requirements needs enhanced licensing for JustWorks services,
such as upgrades to engage proactive, 24x7x365, cyber security operations centre
cover with Managed Threat Response. JustWorks reviews these enhanced licenses, the
costs, and the implementation effects, with SecureWorks customers before
implementation. SecureWorks customers are not obliged to accept any enhanced
licensing, however achieving compliance with CMMC Advanced or Expert levels does
require enhanced licensing, in addition to changes to internal policies and procedures.

SecureWorks Pricing
SecureWorks is an add on service to JustWorks managed IT services. Customer must
have at least the MANAGE service level on core systems before adding SecureWorks.
This table provides a guide to the enhanced licensing and service levels:
Security monitoring services for all systems and firewalls
File management that enable policy based security and auditing
Identity security for cloud services

Foundation

Advanced

Expert

$4,500

$9,500

$19,500

$500

$1,750

$3,500

+ per computer

$25

$49

$139

+ per user

$0

$49

$99

Startup
SecureWorks monthly
Enhanced licensing guidance
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